
The Advizor Group (TAG) provides comprehensive end to end services and 
support for BusinessObjects installation, configuration, content creation, and 
dashboard initiatives.  We asses and prioritize your organization’s project needs, 
and architect the most efficient and cost effective methods for full lifecycle 
delivery to the table.  We introduce formal methodologies with adaptation for 
delivery, and the TAG expertise and abilities are at par with any premium SI in 
the market. TAG’s principals have participated and led multiple large scale BI and 
dashboard deployments, and provide added experience and value in support and 
transition methodologies. Our highly proficient and capable consultants possess 
the ability to work in almost any environment or situation.    
 

 

-Minority small business 
-ECM & BI Accelerators 
-Expertise in delivering 
complex enterprise data 
solutions 
-Principals with 25 years 
of industry experience 
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Upgrades and Migrations 
 

TAG’s Business Objects XI R4 Upgrade and Migration Services can ensure your 
company quickly benefits from its business intelligence (BI) system upgrade in 
order to capitalize the new features and improvement available in the new 
version. Our professional services are key when taking into account a wide set of 
variables such as alignment with corporate system strategy, scalability planning, 
and global access on a 24/7 basis. Our consultants have the skills and expertise 
to make your BI migration and upgrade project as efficient and effective as 
possible. Let our team draw upon its experience to help you reduce cost, 
minimize risk, and accelerate time to full user adoption.  
 

Implementations 
 
TAG’s extensive BI experience across multiple technologies and environments, 
enables us to address your data integration challenges. We provide expert 
consulting and option evaluations. Providing expertise to assess & execute the 
conversion project Effect substantial time and cost savings by leveraging 
offshore capabilities and proven report conversion accelerators Leverage a well-
defined process for analysis, rationalization, conversion and validation. 
As an SAP Business Objects partner, TAG is committed to delivering unparalleled 
value and industry leading services to its customers. TAG has expertise with 
Business Objects technologies and a proven the ability to meet customers’ 
needs. 
 

Support 
 

With your organizations need specifically in mind, TAG has built a dedicated 
support practice to help the clients with the day to day support requirements. 
We provide post production support to your content management & BI users, 
infrastructure and overall deployment.  Additionally we offer support around 
architecture upgrade, content upgrade, training for end users & administrators. 
Our support team provides phone, email, off site and on premise support 
options.   

 

 

The team of consultants 
and engineers we have 

built has worked through 
several successful 

enterprise deployments.  
They are adept and 

creative in their approach. 
You will see the difference 

in the TAG team.
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